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Forms In Standard Tunes

1
The main forms in standard tunes
There are two main forms we encounter in the American songbook tradition,
a tradition that lies at the root of much of the tunes found in a typical jazz
musician’s repertoire book, containing standards, standard jazz tunes and
standard Brazilian tunes.
1) A - A - B - A (32 bars)
2) A1 - A2 (32 bars)
Another form that remained strong throughout the history of American
music is:
3) Blues (12 bars)
These three forms are the backbone of the repertoire that is shared by many
jazz musicians and improvisors all over the world.

The sense of form is very important for the improvisor. It will create shape
underneath his improvisations; it will make him take the right decisions about
starting and stopping the improvised story, since it adheres to the logic of the
composed story. It will be helpful in creating arrangements and instant
arrangements by the realisation of the fact that there are a few clear-cut
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moments within a song where the form can be broken. It is very common
for example to have soloists share the whole form on a ballad, and have the
melody come in at the Bridge after the solo’s. It is absolutely not musically
logical to come in with the melody after 8 bars in an A1 - A2 song. This
underlines the personal reservation I have to mark these forms as: A-B-A-C.
To my musical intuition this feels like a misrepresentation of the true form of
the song.

The understandable desire by the writers of real books to have tunes fit on
one page often forced them to into notating the form of songs in a
somewhat confusing way. The use of the Coda sign is often incorrect. A
Coda implies a final ending. Although in terms of the song itself the use of
the Coda sign might be proper, in terms of the song being a vehicle for
improvisation, the use of the Coda sign is creating a false and confusing image
of the form. It is often used instead of a 2nd ending (in the case of a A1 - A2
song) or a 3rd ending (in the case of an A-A-B-A song).

Form awareness is extremely important for drummers and bassists. From it
come decisions to change cymbal, to go into a 4/4 feel from a 2-beat, change
from brushes to sticks. Form awareness leads to a coherent approach to
dynamics in rhythm sections as well.
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1) A - A - B - A ( 32 bars )
Many songs follow this form in the most literal way. The small variations are
mostly found within the last two bars of the A-sections where the melody
and harmony will either lead back to the first chord (1st ending), lead towards
the bridge (2nd ending) or finish the song (3rd ending - often the same as the
1st or 2nd ending). The Bridge (sometimes named “The Channel” or “The
Middle Section”) mostly will present new and somewhat contrasting melodic
and/or harmonic material.

A few clear and well known examples of the A-A-B-A song:
-

Misty

-

Body And Soul

-

My Old Flame

-

Angel Eyes

-

Caravan

-

The Way You Look Tonight (sections are simply doubled in length:
16 bars per section)

-

I’ll Remember April (sections simply doubled in length: 16 bars per
section)
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A very common variation on the A-A-B-A form is the addition of an extra 4
bars at the end of the 3rd A-section. An extra turn-around or repetition of
the last phrase lies at the base of this variation often.

Some clear examples:
-

Star Eyes (a straight ahead addition of 4 bars)

-

I Remember You (through composed to create an extra 4 bars)

-

My Funny Valentine (fascinating for its melodic variation on the
A-sections)

Here are some variations:
-

All The Things You Are (modulating A-sections) (extended last A
with 4 bars)

-

I Loves You Porgy (with an extended bridge of 10 bars)

-

Alone Together (the first two A-sections have 14 bars)

-

You Go To My Head (a through composed ending of an extra 8 bars
form an integral part with the A-A-B-A song)

-

Moonlight In Vermont (with the first two A-sections being 6 bars)

-

Moonlight Serenade (with the first two A-sections being 12 bars)
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-

Stormy Weather (the repetition of phrases leads to a 10-bar 2nd and
3rd A-section)

-

Invitation (second A-section a minor third up; a long 16 bar Bridge;
an extended 3rd A-section)

-

My Ship (a long 6-bar extension on the 3rd A-section)

-

A Nightingale Sang In Berkeley Square (with A-sections of 10 bars)

-

Stablemates (with A-sections of 14 bars)

-

Joy Spring (2nd A-section is half a step higher than the 1st; Bridge half

a

step higher again)
-

Epistrophy (1st A-section uses a ascending motive; 2nd A-section
descends, the 3rd A-section descends as well)

Some more and fascinating variations are:
-

God Bless The Child (with a 10-bar A-section)

-

Goodbye (with a 12-bar A-section)

-

Lush Life (with a verse that cannot be omitted; A-sections and a
Bridge of 4 bars and a real through composed last A-section of 14
bars)

-

Mood Indigo (sections of 4 bars plus a second composed line on a
variation of the harmony)
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-

Night And Day (16 bar sections; since the last 8 bars of each section
follow the same pattern, the song feels finished at the end of the
Bridge. Thus creating an A-A-B form)

-

Waltz For Debby (with an extensive extension of the last A-section)

-

I’m A Fool To Want You (with a 16-bar bridge)

-

S’Wonderful (last A-section a genuine variation towards an ending)

-

What’s New (B-section is a simple transposition of the A-section)

-

Cheek To Cheek (16 bar A-sections, Bridge divided in 2 clear and
contrasting 8-bar sections)

-

The Girl From Ipanema (with extended 16-bar Bridge)

-

It’s De-lovely (first two A-sections are 16 bars, last A-section is 12
bars, a Bridge of 8 bars)

-

Moon And Sand (in fact an A-B-A form, 16 bars for the A-sections, 8
bars for the Bridge)

-

Speak Low (16 bars for the A-sections, 8 bars for the Bridge)

-

Airegin (where it seems that the 1st A-section is elongated with 4
extra bars)

-

Spring Can Really Hang You Up The Most (3rd A-section starts in
another key, to quickly return. The last phrase is repeated to create 2
extra bars. The coda is an integral and fascination through composed
part of the song)
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We also find songs that somehow escape the format, yet fall within it as well:
-

Autumn Leaves (A-A-B-C)

-

Bye Bye Blackbird (the 2nd A-section is an extension of the 1st Asection; the last A-section is its own finalising one)

-

Stella By Starlight (the form is in four 8-bar parts, bar 17 feels like
a bridge or B-section; the last 8 bars come back to the initial theme,
implying an A-section, yet the song escapes the usual formality)

-

I Fall In Love Too Easily (4-bar sections that are somehow
through composed, yet also follow the A-A-B-A feeling; you could see
it as a 16 bar tune as well though)

-

I Love You (A-sections are similar, but follow different paths. The
song is a clear A-A-B-A though since the main motives in the Asection are identical)

-

One Note Samba (in fact an A-B-A form (16-8-16 bars), but with a
fascinating melodic inner A-A-B-A form within the A-section - that is
transformed in the last A-section. An incredible structure!)
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2) A1 - A2 ( 32 bars )
This form is very clear in principle. It develops a theme towards a half
cadence (the Dominant), then repeats and develops the same theme towards
a complete cadence (the Tonic). The moment where the turn towards a 1st
or a 2nd ending starts is flexible. It can be a matter of a variation in the last
few bars, the variation can also start after 8 bars already, or even before. The
moment of change does not interfere with the essence of the form though.
These tunes are what we call 16-bar tunes with a 1st and 2nd ending.
-

Tune Up (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 14)

-

Beautiful Love (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 13)

-

But Not For Me (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 12)

-

Out Of Nowhere (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 12)

-

Weaver Of Dreams (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 12)

-

But Beautiful (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 11)

-

How High The Moon (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 11)

-

Spring Is Here (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 11)

-

Fly Me To The Moon (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 10)

-

The Days Of Wine And Roses (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 10)

-

All Of Me (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 9)
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-

Here’s That Rainy Day (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 9)

-

Ceora (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 6)

-

Pennies From Heaven (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 5)

-

Look For The Silver Lining (harmonic/melodic turn in bar 5)

Extended with 2, 4 or 8 extra bars:
-

East Of The Sun (through composed with extra 4 bars)

-

I Did’t Know What Time It Was (simple extra ending, leading to 4
extra bars in the 2nd A-section)

-

After You’ve Gone (after 8 bars in the 2nd A-section a through
composed part starts, leading to 8 extra bars)

-

Sometime Ago (straight ahead repeat of the last phrase)

-

A Foggy Day (a tricky repeat leads to an 18 bar 2nd A-section)

-

It Never Entered My Mind (straight ahead repeat of the last phrase)

-

Moon River (extended with 6 bars through a logical through
development of the theme)

-

Smile (simple elongation of the last phrase)

-

Emily (through composed leading to an extra 8 bars in the 2nd Asection)
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Interesting variations:
-

I Should Care (often played with a harmonic variations in the
beginning of the 2nd A)

-

Lazy River (8-bar A-sections with an extended 2nd A-section-section)

-

My Ideal (8 bar sections)

-

I Love Paris (with a 1st A-section in Minor, and the 2nd in Major)

Some tunes will traditionally be played with a different feel after bar 8. This
might lead to the conclusion these are A-B-A-C forms, but this is simply a
misconception in my opinion. Of course within the logic of the 2-4-8-16 bar
logic, bar 9 is a logical place to change feels, especially when the harmonic/
melodic material makes a somewhat fresh start - but it doesn’t take away
from the fact that the tune is a A1 - A2 structure.

Good example of the above are:
-

On Green Dolphin Street

-

Old Devil Moon

-

It’s You Or No One
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Simple 16-bar forms with no 1st and 2nd ending are:
-

Blue Bossa

-

Central Park West

-

Summertime (A1-A2 song with 8 bars per section)

Fantastic forms that escape the above somehow:
-

Just In Time (feels like a 16 bar tune, yet there is a bridge and a
return to an A-section with the original thematic material)

-

St. Thomas (somehow a 16 bar tune; yet the composition also
follows a variation on a short A-A-B-A form. In this case: A-A-B-C)
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3) Blues ( 12 bars )
Blues forms are mostly played twice, thus making it a 24 bar form really. This
is less true when the tempo is very slow.

The essence of the Blues forms is that the first 4 bars are moving within the
tonic realm, the second 4 bars are on the IV chord, returning to the Tonic;
the last 4 bars move from the Dominant (or Subdominant-Dominant or
traditionally from Dominant-Subdominant) back to the Tonic (or turnaround).
In that sense you can see the inside of the Blues form as an A-A-B form.
Especially in traditional Blues the melody and lyrics will behave themselves
very much within that logic.
-

Route 66 (straight ahead Blues)

-

Interplay (straight ahead Blues in Minor)

-

Tenor Madness (clear inner A-A-B form)

-

Blues In The Closet (straight ahead Blues)

Some harmonically enriched examples; still following the essential form:
-

Blues For Alice

-

Girl Talk (goes to Minor in bar 5, a very apt variation on the SubDominant function)
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There are some fantastic variations on the Blues form:
-

Bluesette (through modulated Blues of 24 bars in a 3/4, or perhaps
better to see it as 12 bars in 6/4)

-

Stolen Moments (the large harmonic lay-out is there, the last 4 b a r
are repeated, creating a 16-bar form)

-

All Blues (12 bars in 6/4 with a poignant bass line over the first 8
bars)

-

Footprints (12 bars in 6/4, again a strong bass line over the first 8
bars, then a contrasting release in the last 4 bars)

-

Goodbye Pork Pie Hat (a brilliant harmonically enriched Blues)
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4) Liberal Forms
The jazz composers deviated from the mentioned song forms quite often,
creating variations or more through-composed forms.

Here are some often played examples:
-

Blue In Green (10 bar circular tune)

-

Peace (10 bar tune)

-

Windows (three contrasting section)

-

Bolivia (two 16 bar sections with great contrast)

-

You Must Believe In Spring (A-A-B, strongly based on the
development of one motive)

-

Time Remembered (through composed tune with certain vague
sections)

-

Nefertiti (16 through composed bars)

-

Dolphin Dance (there is a structure, but in a very non-standard way.
No repetitions)

-

The Dolphin (somehow feels like a loose A-A-B-A form, with
melodic material suggesting that)
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-

Litha (two contrasting sections in different meters)

-

Comrade Conrad (two through composed sections in different
meters)

-

Gary’s Waltz (somehow a loose A-A-B-C form with sections of
different colour and length)

-

Punjab (two irregular sections)

-

Memories Of Tomorrow (two sections of different length)

-

Ana Maria (three sections, through composed)

-

Falling Grace (two irregular sections)

Music depends on form. Throughout history composers have used form to
lead the listener through the composition. The Sonata form, the Sinfonia, the
Solo Concerto, the Symphony, they all had specific forms through which the
composer would present his musical ideas. Repetition and variation are as
important as the introduction of new musical ideas.
The standard forms in the American songbook became so widely used,
because they hold a very strong inner structure within them, that leads the
listener through the thematic material in a very logical way. Moving away
from standard forms, from repetition opens the way for a more mysterious
presentation of thematic material. Inner structure can also be based on the
development of motive. Antonio Carlos Jobim and Michel Legrand are both
very strong composers in this field. Wayne Shorter wrote fantastic tunes
with more open forms. Many of Kenny Wheeler’s songs are breathtaking and
follow their own form aesthetic.
www.comprehensivebassmethod.com
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It is interesting to see how the prominent jazz players of the last decennia
have been using their own material thus creating strong individual musical
universes. The Keith Jarrett trio being a prominent exception to this. The
heroes of the last century were often much more involved in having a strong
musical voice expressing themselves through the standard tunes. It was not
so much the musical world of the composition that was the platform for the
improvisors; it was more the strong individual story telling over a standard
song.
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2
Verses, Intros, Interludes and Codas
There are some musical devices that are commonly used to embed the
above forms. Verses and Intros lead towards the actual song. Interludes are
used to separate soloists and give concrete melodic content between solos.
Codas finish songs, put a “tail” on them.

Verse:
Many of the songs written for the Broadway shows of the 30s and 40s and
the movies from that same era were preceded by a so-called Verse. The
Verse is somehow the set up of the song, the gateway between the spoken
word and the song. Many fantastic Verses are forgotten, since the desire to
improvise on the harmonic structures surpassed the desire to expose a song
in all its glory; or simply that in an instrumental setting a Verse might seem
less relevant.
Some Verses worth checking out:
-

A Foggy Day

-

I Get A Kick Out Of You

-

Autumn Leaves
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-

Love For Sale

-

Tea For Two

-

Poor Butterfly

-

Just One Of Those Things

-

Bewitched

-

Someone To Watch Over Me

Some songs were so strongly identified with their Verse that this part of the
song remained connected to it:
-

Dindi (a repeated verse-like intro forms an integral part of the song)

-

I Remember Clifford (a 4-bar intro forms an integral part of the
composition)

-

Lush Life (the intro forms (itself in an A-A-B form) forms an integral
part of the composition)

-

Stardust (a strong intro, in itself an A1 - A2 form, leading to the main
song starting on the IV-chord)

-

Django (the 16 bar intro is the essential exposition of the song; solos
are made on the variation)
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Intro:
Intros are often improvised on the spot. They can simply be a turnaround, or
vamp on the Tonic or Dominant. Some songs receive a standard intro thanks
to a strong and widely known recorded version of it.
-

All The Things You Are

-

Confirmation

-

Autumn Leaves

-

Star Eyes

-

Dear Old Stockholm

-

Seven Steps To Heaven

-

Round Midnight

Interlude:
An Interlude will be used as a composed section between soloists. It gives
shape to the arrangement of the song and can create an attractive set-up for
the next soloist.
-

A Night In Tunisia (a 16 bar section is played between solos, creating
a 4 bar pick-up possibility)

-

In Your Own Sweet Way (an 8-bar section is either played as part of
the form (thus: A-A-B-A-C) or used as an interlude between solos)
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Coda:
Coda is Italian for tail. It is an extra piece of music composed to be played at
the conclusion of the song. Codas can be improvised; often by replacing the
last Tonic chord with another one, thus setting up a small series of harmonies
that will then lead to a final ending. This will happen while the melody
remains on the final root.
Some standard progressions replacing the last Tonic chord:
-

II Napels - I

-

VI from minor - II Napels - I

-

#IV half-dim - IVmi6 - I6 - bIII dim - II - II Napels (or V or T) - I

Interesting variations:
-

Star Eyes (an 8-bar intro is used as the coda as well, but here it
starts on the last Tonic chord, chopping of 1 bar from the extended
A-B-A form)

-

I’ll Remember April (the bass intro is extended underneath the first
8 bars into the song)
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3
In Practise
Rehearsal Marks:
Another confusion is the one between letters signifying the form of the song,
and the so called rehearsal marks. The latter are just placed in consecutive
order in order to have a group be able to simply start rehearsing from a
certain logical spot in the chart. These rehearsal marks never repeat
themselves, since this would lead to utter confusion. In combo situations,
where the song is the vehicle for improvisations it is best to use letters to
make the song-form clear. In larger ensembles, where most of the music is
written down, rehearsal marks are more useful.

Da Capo / Dal Segno / Coda signs:
The letters D.C. and D.S. will signify these respectively. Da Capo (from the
top) means just that: start again at the beginning. Dal Segno means that the
player goes back to the sign. Normally if one plays a D.S. al Coda the music
is played without repeats, meaning the repeat signs should be ignored. The
Coda sign (often marked as: “to Coda” tells the player to go from that sign to
the actual Coda (bearing the same sign).
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Turnarounds:
A song will inevitably end on the Tonic chord. This will normally be on the
last, or one-before-last bar of the song. To now bring the music back to the
beginning we use a so-called turnaround. Often notated as a simple II-V on
the last moment, or just a secondary dominant for the first chord (in the
case the first chord is not a Tonic). There are a few standard variations on
the turnaround:
-

I

( V)

II

V

-

III

( V)

( V)

V

-

I

(T)

(T)

(T)

-

I

III from mi VI from mi

and all combinations

II Napels

In cases where the tune starts on the II chord:
-

I

(T)

( II

V)

-

I

(T)

III

( V)

In cases where the tune starts on the IV chord:
-

I
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Keep listening to the greats. Keep playing, learning from the older guys.
Remain alert and close to your musical intuition. In the end you know best because it is only you that can play like you - and that can understand things
from your own intuition. One can never acquire too much knowledge.
Knowledge makes you aware, makes you listen better, makes you discover
new things - yet, the intuition should be the driving force. The unconscious
mind knows infinitely more than the cognitive brain ever can encompass.
Form is just one aspects of the music. The understanding of its formality is
exciting. To go with it - break through it - know it - ignore it is part of playing
the music.
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